Each athlete participating in the judo competitions at the Olympic Games must wear a regulatory uniform: JUDOGI (jacket, trousers and belt).

In order to respect the equity, a JUDOGI should have the same manufacturing specifications for all the competitors.

A strict control made by an approved laboratory certifies that the judogi is in compliance with the regulation.

An unforgeable red label is affixed on the jacket, trousers and belt certifying that the element is regulatory. The place of this label is defined.

The athletes participating in the Olympic Games will be allowed to compete in the judo competitions using a judogi with marking in compliance with the IJF and IOC rules.

The rules are clearly established and defined.

No exception will be granted.

The documents of reference are:

- Olympic charter (in force as from 02/08/2015)

- Guidelines regarding authorised identifications - games of the XXXI Olympiad, Rio 2016 (December 2015 version)

- IJF Judogi manufacturing regulatory requirements (application 01/04/2015)

- Guidance of judogi control during IJF competitions (application 01/01/2014)

Only the judogi having successfully passed the tests by the official laboratories and approved by IJF will be used (list of IJF Suppliers 01/06/2016).
The category of Supplier does not concern the quality of products, only the level of contract with the IJF.
Identification of the IJF conformity. Unforgeable optical label, of 15.75 cm² (3.5 cm X 4.5 cm) certifying that the judogi complies with the IJF current rules.

The label is fixed by the manufacturer and placed under their responsibility. The athletes should make sure that the judogi complies with the rules.

The conformity of the IJF unforgeable optical label is verified with a UV lamp. A vertical line appears in the “O” of APPROVED and JUDOJI and in the circle of the IJF logo. A non-compliant judogi or belt will be denied.

**Only one label per item**

The label is fixed:

- on the front side and at the bottom of the jacket, on the left side (jacket is folded on the right side), near or in the reinforced zone.

- on the front side and the top of the pants, close to the middle.

- at one of the two edges of the belt.

**Jacket:** 1 possible location

*Only one label allowed*

**Pants:** 2 possible locations

*Only one label allowed*

**Belt:** 2 possible locations

*Only one label allowed*
MANUFACTURER’S LOGO ON JACKET AND TROUSERS 30 CM² MAXIMUM:

Manufacturer’s logo means the normal displaying of the name, designation, trademark or logo or any other distinctive sign of manufacturer.

Only one manufacturer’s logo is allowed on the jacket and the trousers. It must be in an area of maximum 30 cm².

On the jacket, in a visible area:
- At the bottom edge either on the left side or right side in the defined space 25cmx5cm.

On the trousers, in a visible area:
- Either at the top, at the front side or outside (20 cm maximum from the waist string).
- Or at the bottom, on one of the two trousers at the front side or outside (maximum 20 cm from the bottom of the lower edge of the trousers).

MANUFACTURER’S LOGO ON THE BELT 9 CM² MAXIMUM:

On the belt, in a visible area:
- At one of the two edges, of maximum 9 cm².
**NATIONAL EMBLEM: 100 cm².**

NOC emblem: it means the institutional emblem of a participating National Olympic Committee as approved by the IOC. No commercial brand can be associated to it.

It is fixed on the left side, at the chest level. Maximum surface 100 cm².

---

**COLOUR:**

Judogi must be of a unique colour and correspond to the following colour references:

- White: Snow white reference
- Blue: maximum Pantone colour: 285M minimum Pantone colour: 286M

The belt must be of black uniform colour.

---

**ADVERTISING: NOT authorized**  **NAME MARKING: NOT authorized**

During the Olympic Games of Rio 2016 no form of publicity other than the manufacturer’s logo is allowed on judogi and belt.
**INFORMATION**

**Tee-shirt for women:**
Female athletes must wear a white non-transparent round neck tee-shirt under their judogi jacket. Only one manufacturer’s logo of maximum 30 cm² is authorised. The manufacturer’s logo cannot be visible while the judogi is done up.

**Back numbers:**
Athletes shall wear a backnumber with their name corresponding to the one registered by their NOC and the NOC code on the back of the jacket. The backnumbers will be provided and sewn by the organizers. All jackets for sewing must be clean and dry and must have nothing attached to the back (old back number or advertising etc.).

**Judogi:**
Every competitor should have their judogi controlled and the backnumbers sewn by the organizers before the competitions. Every competitor should present a minimum of two (2) judogi (1 white, 1 blue) and one (1) belt and maximum of four (4) judogi (2 white, 2 blue) and two (2) belts.